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What is the Americas-Africa Business Center
(AABC)?
►

►

►

►

Led by James Newlands, a senior partner from EY
Africa, who has been responsible for the execution of
EY’s Africa growth strategy
Based in New York to support key Americas clients in
the development and execution of their Africa growth
strategies
Supported by network of Americas professionals with a
passion for Africa
Connected to the leadership of EY Africa covering 33
countries and all service lines and sectors
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It is 50 years since independence…
The land is divided, cities regularly bombed, innocent people killed almost
daily. Extortions, kidnappings and torture are rampant. Major infrastructure
installations are being secured by the army against attack from militant
groups; power cuts and industry unrest are everyday occurrences.
Economically the country is depressed through poor management by the
government Industrial relations disputes, high inflation and increased capital
taxation are front page news; unemployment is firmly stuck at 18 percent.
The IMF is considering imposing strict economic sanctions. Many citizens are
emigrating from what appears to be a failed state.
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This is Ireland in 1972 – 50 years after independence.
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Africa’s growth story is real

Growth trajectory differs markedly from the 1990s
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Africa’s growth is sustainable

Underpinned by economic, political and social reform

Political reform
entrenching democracy

Reforms improving business
environment
Sound macro-economic
management

Mobile technology and growing
internet access a catalyst for further
growth

Diversity of sectors and
locations attracting FDI
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Steady progress in human
development indicators

Regional integration
and infrastructure
investment

Demographic dividend

Africa remains attractive

FDI inflows remain robust despite economic headwinds
Africa saw FDI value increase by 31.9% in 2016
FDI projects

Value and jobs created from FDI projects
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economies account for the majority of FDI

US$94.1b investment in 2016 vs. US$68b average in 2010-15
129,200 jobs created through FDI in 2016
Source: fDi Markets
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Investors remain confident about Africa’s FDI fundamentals
Africa’s hub
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Jobs created from FDI projects ('000)
Capital investment (US$b)
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Africa is complex and challenging
Africa is not a country…

The sheer size and complexity of the
continent, combined with the relative
underdevelopment of many of its
markets, makes Africa and inherently
challenging place to do business
►

Land mass greater than USA, Europe,
China and India combined

►

54 sovereign states with
different regulatory regimes

►

Over 2000 languages and diverse
cultural dynamics

►

Inadequate infrastructure in many
markets

►

Few individual markets provide scale
to be commercially attractive in
themselves
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Source: Kai Krause

Africa is not a country…

Few individual markets provide attractive scale
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Africa has real challenges
Structural issues

Which do you think are barriers for investing in Africa?
Unstable political
environment

Poor basic
infrastructure

Corruption

Lack of highly
skilled labor

Weak security

Inconsistency and lack
of transparency in
regulatory policy

Sources: EY’s 2015 Africa attractiveness survey (total respondents: 501)
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Africa is diverse

No one-size-fits-all approach
Political Stability

Perception of Corruption

Security Risk

Quality of Infrastructure

Quality of Labor

Regulatory Quality

Sources: World Economic Forum; Oxford Economics, TI Corruption Perceptions; AEGIS; Worldwide Governance Indicators; EY Growing Beyond Borders
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Worse

Better

Africa is diverse

Perception of risk is often overstated
31
BRIC countries can be more risky or more
difficult than many important African markets

African countries rank
better than Russia in
terms of Transparency
International’s Corruption
Perception Index

51
African countries rank
ahead of China on the
World Bank’s Strength
of Investor Protection Index

20
African countries rank
ahead of Brazil on the
WEF Quality of Overall
Infrastructure Index

9
African countries rank
ahead of India on the
World Bank’s Ease of Doing
Business Index
Sources: TI Corruption Perceptions Index; EY Growing Beyond Borders
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Africa’s growth prospects have slowed
Economic, political and social headwinds
Low commodity prices

IMF’s SSA GDP growth forecast (at constant prices)

7.6

China slowdown
Sluggish European economy
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Currency volatility
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Political uncertainty
Drought

Oct-15
Geopolitical developments
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Apr-16

Oct-16

Apr-17

Jan-18

But with differing regional dynamics…
“Multispeed growth”

Key
Long term trend
Current trend
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More negative

More positive
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Lessons from growth leaders

EY’s 7P’s model for effective strategy execution in Africa

Source: EY; Africa Business CenterTM.
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Lessons from growth leaders
Testing your growth strategy
Purpose

Planning

•
•
•

Why Africa, why now?
What are our core capabilities, and how can we leverage these into new markets?
What is our unique value proposition and what will be the basis of our competitive positioning?

•
•

Are our priorities for growth across Africa clear and well articulated?
Have we done a thorough analysis of needs, opportunities and risks (without getting stuck in analysis paralysis),
and have we spend meaningful time on the ground?
What are our non-negotiable business principles/policies/processes (and conversely, where can we be flexible)?

•
•

Portfolio

•
•

Are we actively managing a portfolio that spreads risk and balances revenue/profit generation with growth
opportunity?
Can we be #1 or #2 in the markets we choose to enter and operate in?
Can our portfolio of regional markets provide enough critical mass to generate financial results that matter?

People

•
•
•

Are we clear on what key skills and competencies are required in setting and scaling up in new markets?
Are we prepared to make sufficient investment in putting people on the ground?
Do we have the right balance between mobility/use of expats and a robust program for recruitment and
development of locals?

Partnerships

•
•
•

Are we clear on our preferred mode of entry (e.g. acquisition, JV, license agreement, etc.)?
How are we going to ensure that we are locally relevant over the long term?
Do we have the culture, mind set and capabilities to support open and active engagement with external
stakeholders?

•
•

Do we adopt a glass-half full perspective, looking for opportunities before considering how to manage risks?
Are we actively working with governments and communities to contribute to a broader growth and development
agenda?
Are we actively learning from and adapting to local environments (with humility and respect)?

Perspective

•

Patience
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•
•
•

Are we prepared to invest upfront without expectation of quick returns?
Are we prepared to invest ahead of the curve in developing and even creating markets over the longer term?
Do we have the appetite and will to invest in developing long term relationships across different levels of
government, business and civil society?

Lessons from growth leaders
Patterns of growth emerging
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Americas-Africa Business Center
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Global Megatrends – Opportunities to drive
sustainable inclusive growth across Africa

Globalization

Demographic shifts

Digital connectivity

African nations can prioritize
accelerating regional
integration in order to make it
easier to conduct crossborder business while
simultaneously creating
markets with greater density
of economic activity through
improvements in
infrastructure.

The young and growing
African population have a
unique opportunity to create
an engine of economic
opportunity via inclusive
growth, entrepreneurship and
human development.

Technology creates
opportunities for
collaborative effort across
governments, business and
non-profit sectors to embrace
technological disruption,
adopt a systematic approach
to fostering digitally enabled
ecosystems, and focus on
health, education and
entrepreneurship.
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and
confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We
develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all
of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better
working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member
firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal
entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee,
does not provide services to clients. For more information about our
organization, please visit ey.com.
© 2018 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
ED 0115
In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this
document has been printed on paper with a high recycled content.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please
refer to your advisors for specific advice.
ey.com

